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How to speak 
Family in 2018

• Plotting parenthood over the last 50 years
• Key trends in modern parenting

• Brands and shifting families
• Workplace woes
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Family Affairs
Despite some recent reinterpretations of parenthood in popular culture, there’s 
still a long way to go. Millennial mums aren’t seeing themselves reflected in the 
pastel tones and outdated, angelic representations of motherhood. Lower income, 
working or single parents are hardly featured. And LGBTQ parents are not only 
misrepresented, they’re pretty much absent. Bad Moms didn’t quite cut it. 

What parents now want for their kids (and for themselves) has fundamentally 
changed. As the next generation of millennial parents continue to arrive and 
shake things up, the status quo of parenthood is shifting. Family values are being 
reinvented, big time. 

So how do we speak to modern families in the right way?

In our latest Crowd DNA trends report, we explore these changing attitudes 
towards family life and parenthood. With two out of five households no longer 
fitting the ‘traditional’ family mould, plus a sizeable (and very welcome) backlash 
against ‘perfect parenting’, we’ll show brands how to recognise new opportunities – 
and speak better to families of all shapes and sizes.

Thanks for reading, 

Crowd DNA

Introduction
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Contraceptive pill 
available in the UK

World’s first IVF 
baby is born

Mumsnet 
launches

Netherlands becomes 
first country to legalise 

same-sex marriage

Facebook 
launches

Gay couples can 
adopt children 

in the UK

‘Lean In’ by 
Sheryl Sandberg 

published

Same-sex 
marriage legalised 
in England, Wales 

and Scotland

Shared parental 
leave introduced 

for men

30 hours free 
childcare launches 

across UK

‘Healthy, 
Hunger-Free 

Kids’ Act passed 
in the US

Toys “R” Us’ 
Stockholm 

superstore goes 
gender-neutral

Increase in older 
mothers (significant 

rise of over-40s 
giving birth)

Plotting Parenthood
The milestones that have shaped modern families
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Five Key Shifts In Modern Parenting
So, where are we at? 

90 percent of all new parents are millennials. And, with the number of millennial 
households having reached 16 million in the US alone (according to Pew Research), 
family-centric brands had better start taking note. Millennials reshaped how we think 
about work, leisure and the world around us – how will they redefine parenthood?

The new family unit - “we are with dog!”
A modern family comes in all shapes and sizes. 
LGBTQ+ parents, empty-nesters, single parents, 
adults living with their parents, cohabiting 
couples with no kids (and a pet dog instead) – 
non-traditional families are growing. 
Stereotypical depictions simply won’t cut it 
anymore; what even is ‘family’ anyway?

1.

Mum and dad remodelled
Men are bouncing back from 
being ‘distant dads’ and female 
empowerment is driving women into 
increasingly diverse identities (not just 
‘carers’ or ‘mums’). These fundamental 
gender shifts are major drivers for 
modern families. Working mums 
and involved dads, always-on screen 
time and always-present parents; 
the childhood experience is changing 
dramatically. 

2.
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Purposeful parenting
The hunt for honesty and transparency that typify millennial consumers also extends 
into their parental purchasing habits. New sustainable business models have emerged, 
enabling them to buy consciously for their children. From recycled shoes, to never ending 
streams of ‘no-nasties’ food; raising daddy’s little eco warrior has never been so easy. 

4.

No more perfection
The endless sharing of family life online has opened 
up a backlash against images of perfection. A new 
wave of influencers embrace honest, realistic and 
relaxed approaches to parenting. It’s finally OK to be 
flawed. And it’s finally OK to keep your pre-parent identity – 
as the Mother Pukka blog celebrates: ‘For People Who Happen 
To Be Parents’. 

5.

Optimised upbringings
71 percent of parents now turn to the internet to help raise their children. 
Millennial parents are better informed than any other generation before them. 
Security, traffic, strangers, media concerns; it’s no wonder kids don’t play 
outside anymore. This, coupled with the fact parents now spend more time 
with their kids, makes for ever-optimised childhoods. From quality and mindful 
time, to creative and educational time – to fitting in as many life changing 
experiences before bedtime – millennial parents want it all.

3.
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Ad Fam
How brands are exploring modern families

Multifaceted Mums
Guess what? Mums are funny, career-driven, bold, flawed, selfish and nurturing

Dadvertising
Dads have evolved from hapless to hero, from doofus Dad to sensitive soul

GAP, ‘LoveByGapBody’  
Normalising breastfeeding, 

image by image  

Catastrophe, C4 series 
A gloriously bad-tempered woman, 

who also happens to be a mum
  

BT, ‘Be There (for the moments 
that happen once)’

Refreshingly flipped gender roles as 
a working mum watches 

baby’s first steps

Ikea, ‘A Good Listener’ 
Sensitive Dad patiently waiting to 
reconnect with his teen daughter  

Npower, ‘Super Powers’
Britain’s dads getting fired up for 

engaged fatherhood

HP, ‘Little Moments’
Soul-stirring father/daughter 

relationship during those 
difficult school years

The Demand For Reality

LGBTQ parents, stay-at-home dads, non-married couples; the ‘traditional’ family unit is 
being rapidly remodeled. Parents applaud (and reward) brands that reflect the diversity of 

real families. 60 percent of parents say a brand that respects different types of families is an 
important factor in their purchasing decisions, and 80 percent of parents say that they like 

seeing diverse families in ads. Keep it real. (Source: YouGov and BabyCenter, 2016)
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Keeping It Real

McCain, ‘Real Teatimes’ 
An ode to the chaos of family 

mealtimes

Honest portrayals of real people, real situations and very real family chaos

TalkTalk, ‘This Stuff Matters’
Documenting mundane, yet moving 
moments of a family from Blackpool

  

Nationwide, ‘Voices’
Featuring up-close-and-personal 

community poetry about 
modern families

Power- Parent Influencers

MoD and FoD 
(455k and 829k followers 

respectively) boasting book deals 
and collaborations with Mercedes, 

Boden and M&S

Feel the force of the parent influencer, from warts-and-all parenthood, to aspirational familytime

Label LDA
A Munich based mum (with 159k 
followers) in partnership with DM 

#Solidaritea
When the Daily Mail criticised 

mums for serving up fish fingers, the 
social community (and Birds Eye!) 

came to their defense

A Sense Of Self
Becoming ‘mum’ or ‘dad’ doesn’t mean losing your hobbies, interests or style 

Anais & Anais
Brightly printed muslins making 

vom look good

Tiba & Marl
Changing bags for the 

design conscious 

TUI
Creating millennial-friendly holidays 

with a focus on interior design
 and food
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The Workplace Woes of Modern Parenthood
Some of the big tensions facing working parents today

Shared parental leave was a breakthrough. In 2015, the UK government announced that 
new mums and dads could now share up to 52 weeks of sweet, sweet time-off to raise their 
bundle of vomiting joy.   
 
But, despite men taking a more hands-on approach to child rearing, there’s still a shockingly 
low take up of paternity leave across the UK. In Portugal, 63 percent of men take paternity 
leave, in Quebec it’s 86 percent and, in Iceland, a whopping 91 percent of men take time-off 
to raise kids. In the UK, it currently sits at two percent. Why?

And why does it matter? Well, for starters, the more a father cares early on, the more they 
tend to invest in the child for the rest of its life. Furthermore, when dads care more, women 
earn more. A recent Swedish study found that for every month of leave taken by men in a 
baby’s first year, the woman’s long-term salary was 6.7 percent higher.

But parental leave isn’t the only problem. Stats show that 18 percent of mums have been 
driven out of the workplace because of lack of flexible working. While in the UK we’re 
fortunate to have statutory maternity and paternity pay, flexible working opportunities still 
aren’t commonplace. Many employers do recognise the productivity boost it brings though, 
with Scandinavian countries paving the way with successful examples of flexible working.

Whether it’s child-friendly spaces and events; seamless, sick-proof remote working tools; or 
just speaking to and celebrating both sides of a parent’s identity, an opportunity exists to help 
parents (new or otherwise) better connect their working lives with their family lives. 
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From this... To that
Thought-starters for brainstorms and brands

From ‘mums know best’...
From perfection...

From photo albums...
From mum and dad...

From Sainsbury’s online...
From ‘parent’...

From nuclear family...
From McDonald’s...

From big night out...
From food jars...

From Teletubbies...
From babysitter...

From model mum...
From good girl...

From 20-year old mums...
From possessions...
From raising kids...

From 9-5...
From playing in the street...

From working dad...
From stay at home mum...

From doofus dad...
From home cooked...

From knowledge...
From 4x4s...

From free time...
From package holidays...

to Facebook facts
to realism
to Instagram
to mum and mum
to local veg box
to ‘person’
to raised by an army
to Just Eat
baby’s first disco
to ‘no-nasties’
to Toca Boca Monster
to baby yoga
to muddling through
to rebel girl
to 40-year old mums
to experiences
to raising a pet dog
to work life balance
to sharing screen time
to working mum
to “freelancing” dad
to hands-on helper
to home assembled
to creativity
to carpooling
to optimised time
to AirBnB
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Key Takeouts
Here’s a quick toolkit on How To Speak Family In 2018

Be representative 
This one is simple: reflect and celebrate 
the diversity of modern parents. Just do 
it (they will reward you for it).

Big up the beauty of chaos
Vom, toilet-training, attempting to sit 
down for a ‘nice family meal’ – in those 
moments of chaos, beautiful things can 
happen (we promise).

Embrace family-friendly raves
Help families spend more time together 
by creating shared experiences. Hint: 
win them over by collaborating with 
their favourite brands. 

Tap into their sense of purpose
Make it easy for them to care for the planet, 
as well as their child.

Stretch time with tech-convenience
Order in, set up a child ISA, pick child-
friendly activities – help them focus on 
quality time by making their lives seamless.

Connect to community
Hook up millennial parents with other like-
minded parents and help them feel part of 
the local, as well as global, community.

Encourage play for both kids and adults
…after all, creativity is what’s going to save 
us when the robots take over!
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Crowd DNA is a cultural insights and strategy consultancy 
with offices in London, Amsterdam and New York. 

Formed in 2008, operating in 55+ markets, we bring 
together trends specialists, researchers, strategists, 
writers, designers and film-makers, creating culturally 
charged commercial advantage for the world’s most 
exciting brands.

Thanks for reading.


